
UV Air Disinfection Systems
Destroys Coronavirus in food manufacturing, processing and packaging facilities

Also used for air purification in commercial and medical premises

Wall, Ceiling or Duct mounted system options disable airborne 
microorganisms and reduces bacteria, moulds and viruses in seconds, with 

no use of chemicals or filters.
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Air Disinfection – UVC light at approx. 250-260 nanometres 
disrupts DNA/RNA in cell nuclei and viruses, destroying them.  
Our systems do two things:
a) They generate and emit UVC light at 254nm at the maximum 
intensity possible.
b)They transmit and concentrate that light as efficiently as possible 
towards the spores, bacteria or viruses that need to be inactivated.
Sophisticated modelling software including a UV Sizing Tool
has been developed to make sure we do that right.

GRU-V®
GRU-V systems are designed for air disinfection with vertical wall or 
horizontal suspended mounting.
UV replaceable lamps (8000 hour life) are mounted longitudinally in a 
food/medical grade stainless steel duct unit with integral fan. Fan is sized 
to move an appropriate volume of air to achieve 4 log kill (99.99% 
disinfection) of viruses.

GRUV-LB®
GRUV-LB systems are designed to easily replace 1200x600 and 600x600 
standard ceiling tiles.
UV lamps are mounted longitudinally in a lightweight steel duct with integral 
fan which is mounted directly on to a ceiling tile insert. Fan is sized to move 
an appropriate volume of air to achieve 4 log kill (99.99% disinfection) of 
viruses. UV replaceable lamps have 8000 hour operational life.

UV Torpedo®
UV TORPEDO systems are designed to fit longitudinally into existing HVAC and air 
ducts.   The UV TORPEDO has been designed with optimised aluminium 
extrusion to ensure maximum UV harvest from the UVC lamps in the torpedo 
unit. Lamps, ballasts and sizing all selected to suit each customer requirement 
based on airflow, temperature and identified problem pathogens.
Custom electronics allow stand alone operation or control via Modbus or 
Building Control Systems.
Current recommendations are not to use recirculating HVAC in a possible Covid
situation without disinfection.

Mask Disinfection
Several variants for mask disinfection have been prototyped and Laboratory 
tests have been commissioned in UK to test performance of cabinets and 
suitability for Covid19 disinfection.   ECRI / CDC accept UVC 254nm as an 
acceptable option for decontamination of N95 masks.
Cabinets contain disinfection modules emiting UVC light at 254nm and 
provide in excess of 500mJ/cm2
They use optimized reflectors and transmit and concentrate UVC as 
efficiently as possible towards inner and outer mask surfaces..
Other items with exposed surfaces can be sanitised also.


